Eye-centered encoding of visual space in scene-selective regions.
We used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to investigate the reference frames used to encode visual information in scene-responsive cortical regions. At early levels of the cortical visual hierarchy, neurons possess spatially selective receptive fields (RFs) that are yoked to specific locations on the retina. In lieu of this eye-centered organization, we speculated that visual areas implicated in scene processing, such as the parahippocampal place area (PPA), the retrosplenial complex (RSC), and transverse occipital sulcus (TOS) might instead possess RFs defined in head-, body-, or world-centered reference frames. To test this, we scanned subjects while they viewed objects and scenes presented at four screen locations while they maintained fixation at one of three possible gaze positions. We then examined response profiles as a function of either fixation-referenced or screen-referenced position. Contrary to our prediction, the PPA and TOS exhibited position-response curves that moved with the fixation point rather than being anchored to the screen, a pattern indicative of eye-centered encoding. RSC, on the other hand, did not exhibit a position-response curve in either reference frame. By showing an important commonality between the PPA/TOS and other visually responsive regions, the results emphasize the critical involvement of these regions in the visual analysis of scenes.